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About This Game

A Grave Robber was trying to dig up his wife who was killed in a car accident a year ago because she held valuable Documents
about state secrets from the U.S Military. But he unmistakably woke up the undead. Can you help him survive and get the

secrets back in time before the U.S. Government finds the documents.

Like us on Facebook and Twitter for updates to the development of our game.

Features:

1. Zombies lots of them.
2. Depth of Field

3. Ease of use of Controls.
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David bowie references, Making fun of phil collins, A character who practically is the continent of america on legs and
Bears..... Where is there a better game? The answer, Still unknown.. lovely game, good artwork and music. Fun puzzles and runs
well so worthwhile if you enjoy puzzle and hidden object games. plus its 6 games in 1 its awesome :D. I tried my hardest not to
see it in the light of Team Fortress 2 but the similarities are just too glaring at this stage of development, not recommended
unless you enjoy participating in development projects and testing for bugs. No population and very hard to maintain when
people are available.

See my review at https://youtu.be/bLwT35io7iI

www.aussiegamersexpress.com. An Alpha survival game with litterally nothing to do.

First off you can only craft 36 items, those being mostly for building a base. No options to actually build any tools to gather
resources with (like an axe to chop trees with). Couldn't find any wood lying around. An hour of game play, no wood what so
ever.

Crafting is very time sonsuming. Resources are very scarce. The only resources you can gather are the ones lying around on the
surface, no mining what so ever. There's text above the resoucres to show what it is, so that means you'll not be able to chop the
trees.

Second off, your guide Brad shows up in the middle of the night and tells you to follow him (1st game), except you can't see
squat, so natuarally you can't follow him.

You don't actually mine anything, all resources are lying around on the surface.

There's no mini map, so you don't know where you're at. It's easy to get lost.

You get a drone, but the commands for it don't work, so it's completely useless. Also once the drone command window opens,
you can't ever close it again. since it uses the same keys as your inventory.

I just wandered around until I starved to death.
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I tried a second game, thinking I missed something. Brad never showed up, found the ruins, well, that's all it is, it just ruins,
empty ruined buildings, nothing else. Also found the survivor camp (by accident), was told to talk to someone who wasn't even
there. Otherwise the survivor camp is useless.

You can't even make a torch, so you have to use the resource gathering tool you start out with for light, it's very annoying.

The only danger you have in the game is starving to death.

Eventually I just got bored and quit. This game isn't even worth 10 bucks.. A fun experience with friends that doesn't overstay
its welcome. Be sure to turn up the graphics so you can actually read the text, as it's hyper important!. Beautiful graphics,
minimal story line, lots of different settings and orignal puzzles. Great escape game!
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There is a game breaking bug for the bonus games: https://imgur.com/a/GGfOQ2u It does not unlock the games correctly. I
wish I could gives stars in such a case, as the game is enjoyable (although, pretty much similar to Regency Solitaire). There is
not much Jewel matching in here... I do not recommend this if you already have Shadowhand or Regency... there is just too little
improvement or uniqueness. If I could only unlock the bonus games... who knows!. Everyone is warned, but no one is prepared.

This will hurt you.. Project 5: Sightseer is set in a beautiful procedurally generated world which players will explore from a
selection of land, air, and sea vehicles. As you go you’ll collect resources, eventually claim a piece of land, and slowly build a
base. Everything takes longer than it should. You’ll be exploring for at least an hour before you find a suitable piece of land,
mining takes forever, and progress goes at a snail’s pace initially. For this reason, Project 5 is probably not for newcomers to the
sandbox genre. But if you have a group of friends and a lot of patience you may find something here.  Full Preview Available
[oldgrizzledgamers.com]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTGRs89e7BQ

This game was a hidden gem. The pixelated art and animation was beautiful. The characters are quirky and funny, and a lot of
details were placed in the backgrounds. It's simple and short, but the puzzles and story are fun. Definitely worth the time and
money. This game had a lot of love put into making it.

. Snail Trek is the best new point & click game I've played in years.

It's retro, yet it's got a modern feel to it, and in my opinion it's just as well executed (if not better) than e.g. Thimbleweed Park.
Nice and logically designed puzzles, awesome graphics, and a funny and surprising story.

In general one of the best games I've come across on Steam. By all means play it!. This is a pitiful excuse for a game and a
disgrace for the genre. I clawed my way through it, and by the time I was halfway through I was THIS close to going insane
from:

-) the lousy voice acting
-) the wannabe funny dialogues, that end up being nothing short of awkwardly bad
-) the ludicrous story and
-) the disastrous "riddles".

Here's a random example of the latter: Find random "noisemaker" on the ground at a zoo, use it to lure a pair of DUCKS
halfway through Paris back to the Zoo so that the zookeeper will give you one of the baguettes he's convieniently sharing to feed
them, give baguette to homeless man who apparently spent his entire life waiting for such a selfless act and immediately turns
sober so that you can have his old booze, which you then use to be incarcerated for being drunk only to bust back out 5 minutes
later with about the lamest of explanations).

In short, this game tries, it really does. But it just falls short in pretty much every aspect that make an adventure game good, and
just makes for a very tedious experience of about 4 hours from start to finish. Avoid if you can.. even though this game is only
10 dollars it's not in my opinion worht it. constantly freezing and\/or locking up. terrible AI, and lack of any real fun for me. it
would be a great free to play but I wouldn't waste the money on it.. Great hog game, beautiful visuals, decent puzzles and not
bad story, pretty good.. With the amount of vodka the dev consumed im surprised he didnt price it 60dollars!
fair price!. Awesome combination of a good story, RPG and a strategy wargame!
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